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Case 1 – Grid Convergence
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Case 1 – SOB Separation
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Case 1 – SOB Separation
CommonHex – L3
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Case 1 – SOB Separation
CommonHex – L4
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Case 1 – SOB Separation
CommonHex – L5
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CRM WBT – Discretization Improvements
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Case 1 – SOB Separation
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Case 2 - Hybrid Centaur Grids with/without Hex-Wake Block
No Hex Block in Wake: Hex Block in Wake:
23.464.725 pts, 366.971 surf pts 37.386.876 pts, 370.811 surf pts
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­ Case 3.1 (turb. flat plate)
­ Case 3.2 (2D bump), see Case 3 presentation by C. Rumsey
Case 3
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Conclusions & Outlook
- Good grid convergence properties of common grids
- CDPR vs CDSF counteract to seemingly grid­independent 
CDTOT
- At design point, extrapolated CDTOT very similar for all 
cases
- At off­design, strong impact of SOB resolution on alpha @ 
CL­drop
- Wake resolution impact is small on aero coefficients
- Improve on modeling at separation onset
- Formulate recommendations for Solar development
